
Choose the future perfect or future perfect progressive tense form that correctly

completes each sentence. 
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Name :

5) The machines 100 gallons of

oil by evening.

will have extracted

will have been extracting

6) At sunset, we TV for around

three hours.

will have been watching

will have watched

7) The children the riddle by

dinnertime.

will have been solving

will have solved

8) When Dad turns 50, he in the

company for 20 years. 

will have been working

will have worked

3) After two days, we in New Jersey

for a week.

will have been vacationing

will have vacationed

4) At 7 pm, Mom for two hours.

will have prayed

will have been praying

1) The playground by Monday.

will have been drying

will have dried

2) Danny and Sammy their Ferris

wheel ride by now.

will have !nished

will have been !nishing
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Choose the future perfect or future perfect progressive tense form that correctly

completes each sentence. 

Answer Key
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Name :

5) The machines 100 gallons of

oil by evening.

will have extracted

will have been extracting

6) At sunset, we TV for around

three hours.

will have been watching

will have watched

7) The children the riddle by

dinnertime.

will have been solving

will have solved

8) When Dad turns 50, he in the

company for 20 years. 

will have been working

will have worked

3) After two days, we in New Jersey

for a week.

will have been vacationing

will have vacationed

4) At 7 pm, Mom for two hours.

will have prayed

will have been praying

1) The playground by Monday.

will have been drying

will have dried

2) Danny and Sammy their Ferris

wheel ride by now.

will have !nished

will have been !nishing
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